hello, fernweh

A SPACIOUS + ADURABLE CANVAS BELL TENT

Designed and tested in the wild Pacific Northwest, our Fernweh bell tent is both a beauty and a beast. The brute strength of the thick-plyed weave 11.5oz (390 gsm) Army duck (military grade) canvas will hold up in all seasons and last for generations. The natural light colored 100% natural cotton fabric and bamboo wood posts provide an elegance that can’t be matched by another tent in the wild. We like to say it’s adurable (adorable + durable).

ALL SEASONS. ALL TERRAIN. ALL LIFE.
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A SPACIOUS + ADURABLE CANVAS BELL TENT

FEATURES

- Loads of room! 212 square feet of space – holding up to 2 queen beds.
- Versatile double wall unzips to reveal lower sidewall screen netting
  OR can rolled up off to let all off nature in.
- 4 screen windows and a 3-way zippered screen door.
- Set-up is a snap – taking less than 20 minutes.
- Mildew and rot resistance with its non-toxic Sunforger canvas finish.
- Bring in electrical or solar power through the zippered rear cord entry.
- 10’ center pole includes 2 hooks for hanging clothes and gear.
- Attractive bamboo and wood poles.
- 8mm Reflective guy line ropes.
- Waterproof canvas storage bag.
- Withstands wind guests over to 50 mph!

SPECIFICATIONS

- 100% natural, dye-free, cotton canvas.
- 16.4’ round diameter (5 Meters).
- 11.5 oz per square yard (390 gram) canvas.
- 29.5” tall sidewalls – providing 5.5 inches more "headroom" than your average bell tent!
- PVC 540 gsm rip stop zipper floor.
- 3” ceiling stove jack for adding wood burning stove.
- Treated for flame retardancy to meet CPAI-84 standards
- Powerfully secure rebar stakes can be secured into bedrock.
- Carrying weight of the tent, poles, and stakes is 105 lbs.